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Tosachat Eclectic was developed from Utarit’s previous Déjà vu series 
on woodblock. These woodblock prints are related to the Lord 
Buddha, Buddhism and the Western World. Therefore, the inclusion 
of these 10 woodblock prints in the Déjà vu series are presented.

Tosachat can be defined as the name given from the scriptures in Buddhism. Those scriptures are mainly 
depictions of the story of the Lord Buddha, who was once still a “Bodhisattva” for ten incarnations before 
becoming fully “Enlightened” and lastly succeeding as the “Lord Buddha”. There are 10 main factors that 
are related to things such as good morals which are considered a prestige component. With these traits, it 
can transform a normal individual into a “noble individual.” This is an important part of the “Buddhism 
Concept”. Tosachat can also be classified as a form of literature. It can be seen as “A Story Telling”, “Have 
its own sources and background”, and “have its conclusion per each chapter”. It is considered an ancient 
tradition here. Moreover, even though Tosachat are mainly classified as Buddhism Scriptures form only, the 
concept is also perceived in other areas as well. Its concept can act as a newer point of view, whether it is in 
the context of “society”, “culture”, “traditional areas” and lastly “political factors”.

With this mixed concept, this 
series of artwork can be seen in 
a more contemporary context. 
A newer image with a blend of 
diversity and chaos. All those 
images come from different 
sources, which passed through 
the process of being reproduced, 
added info, and modified 
from their original picture. 
Hence, resulted in Tosachat’s 
characteristics in context and 
presentation being changed from 
its original sources. These can 
be conflict & harmony, Eastern 
& Western, Old and New, 
Traditional & Contemporary, 
and Philosophy & Absurdity.

Introduction
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Temiraja was Buddha’s past life that represents the renunciation of worldly pleasures to 
seek peace from the solitude known in Pali as Nekhamma.
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Temiraja

In this life the Bodhisatta’s attempted to avoid 
accumulating his inner darkness if he had to 
assume the kingdom. As king, he could not avoid 
executing other lives, whether they were enemies 
who threatened his land, enemies who threatened 
his subjects, or his personal enemies.

In order to eliminate his inner darkness 
e.g. anger, greed etc, Tamiya pretended 
to be a total useless person. He chose 
to endure torture, bullying, and all 
provocations without hesitation and 
yet, refused to give up his resolution.

Most people have limited tolerance, 
facing obstacles and challenges would 
make us kneel down to some Gods 
for help. But Tamiya was different, 
he was determined to escape from 
his right to power and the alluring 
throne, facing the pain from tortures; 
enduring disgraces; and restraining 
the temptations; day in day out for six 
thousand days without giving up his 
resolve to escape the kingdom destiny. 2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 122.5 x 230.3 cm

As the Jataka story 
goes: Temiraja was 
the only son of the 
king who was born 
with perfection and 
had special qualities 
over ordinary men. 
When he was an 
infant, seeing his 
father cruelly punish 
some criminals, he 
was deeply frightened, 
afraid that he, as a 
future king, would 
have to do the same.

With being able to know his past incarnations, remembering the horrible tortures in hell fire due to killing 
other beings as a past king, Temiraja is determined to free himself from the throne duty. Therefore, the 
infant prince pretended to be a lame and exhausted person who is deaf and dumb in order to be disqualified 
to inherit the kingdom. No matter how much his father the king and the kingdom’s ministers would apply 
all sorts of tortures and provocations continuously, Temiraja never gave up or showed his true self as a 
perfect man. Until everyone gave up after 16 years of attempts, and the young prince was taken away to 
the forest to be executed, Temiraja knew he was free from the throne’s obligation completely. He tested his 
extraordinary human specialties. One of his abilities was his enormous strength that was even more powerful 
than an elephant. He lifted the chariot up easily with only one hand. From that time, Temiraja left the 
kingdom and became ascetic as he desired, free from heavy duty as the ruler of citizen lives.

Only the wise one would be able to see the dangers of 
the worldly pleasure and indulgences. When one sees 
this danger, one would have the courage to abandon this 
illusion, the illusion that only lasts temporarily. Once one 
is wise enough to put down these heavy burdens, only then 
one could truly be free from perturbed entanglement.
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Perseverance is essential for success. 
Einstein once said, ‘Genius is 1% 
talent and 99% hard work’.

Mahajanaka

Most people persevere because there is hope for success. But 
the Bodhisatta’s persistence in this life surpassed even the 
extraordinary persistence of noble men. It is persistence that does 
not base on ‘hope’ to gain success as reward. Though hopeless and 
death awaited as a result, Mahajanaka still refused to give up the 
will to continue his effort. He was determined to continue his 
effort until the body was no longer able to go on. Death may come 
upon him, but he would rather die trying than die backing down.

Young Mahajanaka was the 
refugee son of a former king 
whose throne was seized. A 
handsome, intelligent, and 
strong prince decided to win 
his late father’s throne back. 
While traveling on a large 
merchant barge to the destiny 
kingdom, the storm wrecked 
the ship in the middle of 
the ocean. Mahajanaka was 
the only one who survived 
due to his wisdom. He then 
tirelessly swam in the ocean 
notwithstanding the fact that 
there was no land to be seen.

2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 120.5 x 237 cm
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The young Bodhisatta swam continuously for seven days and nights when the ocean goddess met him. She wondered why so much endeavor 
when there were no hopes for reaching shore and only death was awaiting. Mahajanaka continued to swim without giving up, answering the 
goddess that in spite of hopeless results; death was ahead; he would still continue the effort and would never give up for only this that he 
had put all his effort trying and not die while not trying hard enough. The goddess was greatly impressed, rescuing him and taking him to 
the land of his wish. Mahajanaka with his extraordinary abilities, later won back the throne and became the almighty and righteous king.

People commonly give importance to the ‘result’ 
rather than on the attempt to create the ‘causes’. 
They live on hope and expectation to succeed. Hope 
gives us willpower and reason to go on, to persist, 
to look forward to the sweet fruit of tomorrow. 
However, we tend to give up if there is no hope to 
drive us. But the very special man is the man who 
is able to maintain the courage and persistently 
persevere, even if there is no hope. He still 
continues his best effort without having to depend 
on hopeful results as the driving force; the man 
who could still strive to continue creating his best 
possible causes as long as he still can.
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Suwanasam

Suwanasam, the son of two blind ascetics, lived peacefully in the forest, watching over his parents with 
greatest care. His pure heart and kindness from within brought all untamed animals to follow him 
around. One day a king shot a poisonous arrow at him out of curiosity. It caused him life with severe 
pain. Upon his death, Suwanasam, still full of affection, showed no anger or regrets over losing his 
life, only kindness and gentleness remained, asking the guilt king to care for his parents in lieu of him. 
In the end, his profound kindness brought a miracle where he was revived. The miracle even brought 
back the sight of his blind parents. And the king turned righteous, never again hunted for other lives.

2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 121 x 236.2 cm

Suwanasam was a past life of the Buddha showing his strength in goodwill. In today’s 
competing society where our ego is high, we become easily provoked and often react 
aggressively to trials in life. Many regard calmness and gentleness as weakness and 
incompetent while praising reciprocation as a preferred, more satisfied choice. We lose 
patience, but gain aggression towards others and grow depression within.

If we look deeply, the real battle is not with others but rather, within ourselves. 
One who can master oneself is indeed noble, and possesses true courage. As Marcus 
Aurelius once said, “the closer a man comes to a calm mind, the closer he is to 
strength”, because it is much more difficult to stay peaceful within. Only when one 
is at peace from within can he radiate love and compassion. Suwanasam had an 
incredibly calm mind, secured and stable where he generates love and compassion 
naturally to all beings around him. His peaceful mind filled with love not only towards 
his parents, but to all untamed wild creatures including a stranger who murdered him.

Only those with a calm mind 
will not be vulnerable to 
challenges. Inner peace is 
beyond victory or defeat. No 
one can truly hurt such a person 
because he is very strong from 
within. On the contrary, the 
easily affected person who is 
always averse and retaliates, 
is sensitive to challenges. He 
is weak and vulnerable for his 
heart is wounded and fragile. 
Gentleness is not weakness, 
aggression is not strength.
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Buddha’s past life as King Nemiraja demonstrated his cultivation of the 
Perfection in Resolution. To succeed, one strong trait is unwavering 
determination, an essential quality of a strong mind person. It takes 
strength and self determination to adhere to one’s own resolution without 
wavering especially when the temptation is hard to deny. Many people 
give up their resolutions too easily, while some stick to the end. For 
example, one may resolve to fast for a certain period but give in to the 
fried chicken aroma, one may resolve to complete certain tasks before 
indulging himself but give in to watching the series. On the other hand, 
there are people who resolve to do something extremely noble, and despite 
toughest challenges, still persist until the end. The Buddha possesses this 
great quality where in all his past incarnations as Bodhisatta, he kept on 
perfecting the ten Perfections until he became perfect and flawless; egoless 
and truthful. Nemiraja’s story is one of his life showing this strength.
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Nemiraja

2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 122.3 x 234 cm

An exalted king Nemiraja was a greatest and righteous king, loved and respected 
by men and divine beings. Known for his daily alms giving, moralities, noble 
behaviour and wisdom, nevertheless the king never stayed unguarded to 
temptations. He also persuaded his subjects to do the same. One day God Sakka 
sent his divine carriage inviting king Nemiraja to visit heaven. While in heaven, 
the king gave a brilliant sermon to all divine deities. Impressed by his teaching, 
Nemiraja was invited to remain in heaven with them. Nemiraja refused despite 
knowing that heavenly joy was unimaginable. To the Bodhisatta, his goal for 
performing noble deeds is far greater than the heavenly reward given by God. The 
highest reward must be earned by one’s own effort and determination. He refused 
the shortcut to happiness in heaven, also short lifespan, to cultivate the ultimate 
goal of eternal happiness. He, thus, insisted on performing more merits and 
endured all difficulties and challenges with courage for his goal.

Unwavering 
determination 
until the end is 
difficult to do. 
But if one can 
cultivate such 
a disposition 
and develop 
this quality 
fully, one will 
succeed in all 
his ambitions.
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2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 118.7 x 186.5 cm

Mahosatha

We tend to value intelligence highly; we 
admire people who have high IQ scores. 
Granted, intelligence brings advantages. 
But intelligence alone is not sufficient to 
one’s success and happiness; to prosperous 
and ordered society. We need overall 
smartness, not merely brain-smart but one 
must also be mind-smart. Buddhism calls 
this mind-intelligence the Righteous View 
(sammaditthi) where one has the wisdom 
to see the ultimate truth of nature. In 
order to live with nature, and in a narrow 
sense, our society, peacefully. Achieving 
the complete righteous view  brings 
universal love and calmness. Conclusive 
righteous view knows what is good and 
bad, what is right and wrong. what is 
beneficial and what is a waste of effort. 
An intelligent person without a righteous 
view often falls apart, he could easily 
harm himself and the society, for the 
intelligence could be misused to please his 
ego. The smarter (without the righteous 
view) one is, the more sophisticated 
the destructive can be. Mahosatha was 
extraordinarily intelligent from birth. But 
above all he was full of wisdom.

Mahosatha was born into a very wealthy family. 
His wisdom and intelligence was famous from 
childhood. At seven, he demonstrated amazing 
architectural and engineering talents where he 
designed and built a castle-like hall. He was 
also known for his ability to diagnose and solve 
complicated dispute cases. Mahosatha served 
the kingdom royal court as the top advisor, 
bringing jealousy and resentment to senior 
advisors. Despite being repulsed, put to various 
tests, bullied, and life threatened; he was able to 
overcome all the challenges, and finally able to 
subdue them all. Mahosatha made many great 
contributions to the kingdom, being loved and 
admired by the king and the people.

Wisdom is the heart of Buddhism, because through highest wisdom one could attain the ultimate goal of enlightenment. Mahosatha is a past life of Buddha that displayed outstanding genius quality.
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Later, the kingdom was invaded by a mighty army. 
Mahosatha planned prodigious schemes and tactics and won 
over the enemy, capturing the opposing king. And because of 
his virtue and wise vision, he made both kingdoms lifelong 
allies, thus bringing peace, happiness and prosperity.

Intelligence is 
a quality that 
is essential for 
prosperity, But 
intelligence 
must consist 
of the virtue 
of righteous 
view or wisdom 
to bring 
sustainable 
prosperity.
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Bhurithat
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Keeping precepts means refraining from doing evil. 
Abstaining from doing bad is a good deed. This 
virtue has a greater value than donating things, for it 
stops us from harassing each other. If all citizens of 
the world keep pure precepts, never harm any lives, 
any one’s belongings, anyone’s loved ones, the world 
will be peaceful.

2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 122.5 x 237.2 cm

The level of keeping one’s own virtue, or one’s ceiling of 
value precepts are different. Some people who have a low 
precept ceiling, i.e. low morality, would easily trade his 
goodness for something of very little value. While some 
people who have a high ceiling of virtue, they will not 
trade their precepts even being offered the most valuable 
things. For example, may lie for even a dollar stake while 
some will lie at much higher bills. But, there are noble 
people, who, no matter how high the stake, even as high 
as their own lives, will never trade off their precepts. The 
Bodhisatta is known to give up everything including his 
life before giving in to evilness in order to cultivate his 
mental Perfections for the final goal of enlightenment. 
Bodhisatta Bhuridatta in this life represented the 
unyielding precepts.

Bhuridatta was the Naga Prince. Determined to be born in the celestial realm, he 
knew he must keep his precepts pure. He left his luxurious underwater kingdom 
to practice his precepts at the human realm. Later, he was brutally captured 
by an evil snake-charming Brahmin. Even though he had the strongest magical 
power he could burn any human to ash in the blink of an eye, he chose to remain 
still, allowing the wicked Brahmin to hurt him severely. The Brahmin tortured 
him, starved him, beated him up and dragged around different towns putting 
up a show in exchange for money. Bhuridatta, although being physically abused 
and humiliated, remained unshaken to his precepts not to retaliate or harm 
the wicked man. Finally the Brahmin received his own karma, being burned 
and badly injured while the Bodhisatta was set free and back to his Naga realm 
continued his morality practices peacefully until his life ended.

Anyone who can keep his virtue is indeed praiseworthy. One who has to 
restrain from retaliating against others of higher authority is natural. But the 
noble man is the man who despite of his powerful authority, could endure 
torture and humiliating without retaliating just to preserve his goodness. He 
conquers the most difficult battle, he conquers his own heart.
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This jataka is about a prince, Chanthara, who displayed true patience. Patience is 
a virtue that is needed in today’s society. We are easily frustrated because we often 
face unwanted situations that displease us, and always miss the wanted things. 
This causes us to have a swinging mood during our daily waking hours. People 
who could accept the truth of uncertainty and are able to tolerate the fluctuation 
of life with patience, he can maintain his calmness and happiness despite being in 
the midst of  any storms. Like the land, remain still no matter what sort of things 
are dumped on. Prince Chanthara was the example of forbearance despite his 
father’s folly.

Chanthara

Chanthara was a righteous crown prince. 
The absurd king favoured his crooked 
counselor who long sought vengeance on 
the prince. When given the opportunity, he 
incited the greedy king to sacrifice the lives 
of people he most loved. The credulous 
king went along, imprisoned his wives, his 
children, etc. including prince Chanthara 
to be killed later. The prince patiently 
reasoned with his father. Feeling guilty, the 
king let them go, but not for long, he was 
tempted by the wicked counselor, capturing 
them again. This catch and release went on 
several rounds but finally the king gave in 
to the counselor’s seduction. Chanthara, 
without frustration or the slightest 
resentment, patiently persuaded his 
senseless father but was in vain. In the end, 
this unjust matter reached heaven. Indra, 
the God, came down with a fired club in the 
midst of the sacrifice, threatening the king. 
Later the citizens killed the counselor and 
abandoned the king.

2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 163.5 x 125.7 cm
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The right way of patience is to be able to tolerate physical 
troubles and mental pressures calmly without adversity. 
Anyone who practices his patience regularly will gain the 
strength of the heart and be rewarded with final victory.
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This life, the Bodhisatta was to 
cultivate equaNemirajaty Perfection 
(Parami). His effort in performing 
goodness in this story was not as 
apparent as the effort in other 
incarnations. To understand this 
subtle effort on how it is considered 
a Parami, without having the 
background in Buddhism, is rather 
obscure.

Naratha

Naratha was already a heavenly Brahma when he saved the king. The saving virtue part 
was one part of the perfecting effort, but not all. The fact that he achieved the highest 
plane of worldly joy as the Brahma God through consummate effort, and the fact that 
he still continued to practice goodness caring for other beings, is considered noble. 
Achieving the Brahma realm took extreme effort of perfecting equaNemirajaty in the 
previous life. However, becoming Brahma God is not the final goal in Buddhism as it 
is for some beliefs, but rather a means to cultivate further Paramis (Perfections) for 
enlightenment. Therefore, Naratha was the Brahma God who was already perfected in 
Brahma level equaNemirajaty, but still performed further wholesome actions to enhance 
his equaNemirajaty from serenity level (Brahma) to wisdom level (enlightenment).

In this Jataka, the Bodhisatta was a Great Brahma, dwelled peacefully in the highest 
realm of existence, named Naratha. He transformed himself into a glorious and dignified 
ascetic when appeared grandly in the air in front of a king. The king who used to be 
righteous went off the line believing false views, neglected his duty, stopped performing 
wholesome deeds, and indulged himself with sensual pleasure. The kingdom became 
troubled. The Bodhisatta Naratha gave a discourse, putting the king back to his senses, 
bringing happiness back to the kingdom, then returning to his Brahma realm.
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EquaNemirajaty or mental 
calmness that is considered 
a Parami must come 
along with the wisdom of 
realizing the ultimate truth. 
Only this, that one could let 
go of all attachments totally 
with peace in mind for he 
realized the impermanence 
truth. EquaNemirajaty 
without wisdom could 
become indifference 
where one ceases further 
wholesome actions.
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Vithura

Vithura was a great sage of the era. He 
was famous among all kingdoms for his 
profound intelligence, graciousness, and 
his nobility. Vithura was also known for 
his words of truth and honesty. One day, 
he helped the four great kings decide their 
virtues which became known among the 
continent. A queen of a Naga kingdom, 
wanting to meet him, feigned illness and 
requested Vithura’s heart. A behemoth 
general offered to fetch the Bodhisatta’s 
heart for a reward, planning a bet with the 
king whom Vithura was working for. The 
king lost but refused to give away his sage 
as a wager. But the truthful Bodhisatta, 
despite knowing his life could end, kept his 
honesty and gave himself to the behemoth. 
Later, Vithura won the heart of the giant 
and the whole Naga monarchs, returning to 
his glorious life.

2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 182 x 122 cm

Vithura Pandita was Buddha’s past life that represented 
Truthfulness. Truth includes absolute commitment to 
one’s words, honesty and sincerity. In the ancient eastern 
belief, there was a saying that one who keeps his words 
sacredly, lives his life in truth with pure honesty, will 
possess a magical tongue where his words will come true.

These days, people give importance to material success and what is beneficial to them more than the truth of their heart. It is not uncommon in 
our society that one would hide, bend, twist, and even reverse the fact to reach one’s goal, whether simple or a higher stake, e.g. to receive more 
pennies; to gain trust from someone; to cover up our own guilt, etc. One who unconditionally adheres to the truth, remains truthful despite 
difficult challenges, is like an extinction species among this world’s citizens. On the contrary, we even designed and developed more and more 
sophisticated schemes for personal gain. True love for each other among mankind dissipates when there is no trust remaining. Vithura Bodhisatta 
in this Jataka story displayed truthfulness even when his life was at stake.

Truthfulness is an exceptional 
virtue that brings miracles. 
It sustains time and conquers 
challenges. One who is true to 
himself at all times is a noble man.
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Vessandon is the most popular story in the Dasajati 
Jataka (The Ten Past Lives of the Buddha). The 
Generosity Perfection in this life was remarkable 
and obvious. However, Vessandon’s unspeakable 
donations here were widely criticized as too excessive, 
especially when today’s society values human rights, 
and individuality. The criticism went on to condemn 
his generosity as self-regard and too extreme when the 
Bodhisatta gave his children to serve the wicked man.

In Buddhism, the ultimate goal is to be liberated from all 
attachments (which only bring sufferings). Letting go of one’s 
own possessions for the benefit of others is not easy. But 
being able to let go of a loved one is much more difficult.

Vessandon

Some argument points for Vessentara’s consummate generosity can be briefed 
below. Firstly, the Bodhisatta must focus on eliminating selfishness and letting 
go of his possession to alleviate the suffering and the needs of other beings. Only 
when he attains enlightenment as Buddha that he could help all suffering beings 
in the existing worlds. In the long run, his children (in this life) will also benefit 
from his enlightenment and be liberated from suffering. He gave up his own 
happiness and his love for his children in exchange for the liberation of mankind.

Another point, this type of devotion (to the supreme virtue) requires utter strength, extensive 
courage, and profound determination to bear the pain of seeing his dear children being 
tortured. But to have the patience; to let go of his ‘self’; to destroy his attachment to temporary 
impermanent possessions; is the quality of mind that we ordinary worldly beings who consider 
ourselves highly could not achieve or comprehend. To redeem all beings from endless suffering 
incarnations, the Buddha bestowed his lives, his bodies, his organs, his belongings, etc. over and 
over again throughout all his incarnations. Similar to the western belief where Jesus gave up his life 
as a redemption, Buddha gave up his lives in countless incarnations as a redemption of mankind.

Last point, the highest form of love is the loving-kindness or compassion to all beings equally. The Bodhisatta’s kindness 
must conquer the boundary of the love for only his own family. He must love every living being impartially to achieve 
enlightenment. Similar to the universal love of western God who loves all humans whether they are saints or convicted men.

2020 Woodblock print on rice paper 123 x 237.5 cm
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Vessandon was the crown prince 
of a very prosperous kingdom 
who spent his whole life donating 
his possessions for the benefit of 
others. If asked, no matter what 
the objects were, the Bodhisatta 
would give them away without 
hesitation. Even when no one 
was asking, he still gave. When 
he was young, he resolved that 
he would give even his limbs, his 
eyes, or his flesh and blood when 
asked. Later, he was abandoned 
from giving the kingdom’s sacred 
elephant to another kingdom 
country to solve their drought. 
While living in the forest with 
his wife and children, he gave 
his dear children to a wicked 
old Brahmin. It was the hardest 
donation but later he was able 
to calm down his cherished 
attachment and won over his own 
possessive mind. Not long after, 
Vessandon and his family were 
back together in the royal palace.

Giving is considered prestige when the 
intention is pure without expecting anything 
in return. The more difficult or sacrificing 
the giving is, the higher the merit. The highest 
donation one can give is the ability to sacrifice 
one’s own life to redeem others from suffering.
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Natee Utarit studied at the College of Fine Art in 1987 and graduated 
in Graphic Arts at the Painting and Sculpture Faculty at Silpakorn 
University, both in Bangkok, Thailand in 1991. Solo exhibitions include 
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His work is part of many renowned collections, such the Bangkok 
University, Bangkok, Queensland Art Gallery and Gallery of Modern 
Art, Brisbane, Singapore Art Museum, Singapore, as well as private 
collections in Europe and Asia. 

Utarit’s multifaceted practice focuses on the exploration of the 
medium of painting connecting it with photography and classical 
Western art. Light and perspective are some of the elements the artist 
chose to work with, focusing on painting as a means to explore image 
making. His complex pictures, juggle wide-ranging metaphors usually 
in the format of the traditional still life, allude to Thailand’s current 
social and political landscapes.

Natee Utarit
b. 1970, Bangkok, Thailand
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